COMBINE THE POWER
OF CONTENT AND SEO
to elevate your brand and
drive revenue

How data-driven marketing teams and SEOs use
the Searchmetrics Suite™
Benefit: Searchmetrics’ all-in-one platform helps discover gaps, set strategy, and prioritise opportunities to
attract your audience and increase revenue.

Report the impact of
your actions by sharing
improved rankings, visibility metrics, and market
share growth rates.

Understand your audience,
their demand and how it all
connects to search intent.
Investigate your competition and discover how
you can outpace them.

REPORTING

RESEARCH
CLOUD

SEARCHMETRICS SUITE™
SEARCH
EXPERIENCE
Track visibility
and future-proof
your rankings by
optimising for
SERP features.

Customise and simplify your optimisation with structured keyword
tagging.

CONTENT
EXPERIENCE
Conduct a full
content gap
analysis and create a data-driven
briefing in less
than 10 minutes.

Get precise guidance on how to
beat the best-performing content
pieces on a specific topic – in
real-time while you’re writing.

Research Cloud – Your single source of truth to
directly evaluate global competitive performance
Benefit: Save time evaluating competitive market performance by getting all insights on-demand and
without any tracking costs!
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Get instant insights into global website performance
Check visibility, rankings, and mobile and local performance of any domain or URL
Prioritise URLs with high potential for improvement
Investigate competitors’ tactics and benchmark them – down to the landing page level

Stay up-to-date with Google updates and discover their impact on your performance

Compare competitors’ performance and investigate developments in a detailed way
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Win SERP Feature opportunities
Explore keyword rankings for SERP features for any domain
Identify competitors per SERP feature and uncover their strategies to outpace them
Discover which SERP Features matter on a domain, industry or country basis
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Prioritise keywords that drive success
Identify clusters to better organise keywords and topics
Deliver better content faster by easily discovering topic gaps
Learn instantly about the search volume, seasonality, CPC and SERP Feature integrations of any keyword!

Search Experience – The sustainability of organic
search with the predictable success of paid media
Benefit: For search marketers looking to better understand and win in the ever-changing search landscape,
the Search Experience helps to expose actionable, competitive insights that will drive revenue and growth.
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Customise and simplify your reporting with structured keyword tagging
Cluster your keywords based on regions, countries, market segments or product categories
Structure keywords with multiple layers to understand which segments are over- or underperforming
in terms of visibility, market share and growth
Report and share performance by location, device, search engine and more

Measure and report the visibility, market share and number of ranking keywords
for each segment or product category with one click.

Customise levels based on your reporting structure, e.g. based on regions
or product categories, to get instant
insights into their performance:

1st level: Electronics,
2nd level: Computers & Tablets,
3rd level: Tablets,
4th level: iPads
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Precisely target your audience by uncovering their search intent
Discover your visibility and performance for each search intent to learn if you’re attracting the right audience
Reveal for mismatches between the search intent of your visitors and the traffic you want (e.g. an online
shop should mostly attract people who want to buy something!)
Learn if your market segments and product categories have the right messages to attract the right
audience

Learn which keywords and topics will help you reach the right audience. Increase
conversions with the only solution that clearly shows you search intent behind
every keyword.
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Dashboards
Save time with automated reports and dashboards that you can easily customise based on your needs
Benefit from innovative visualisations that show you insights quickly
Combine, report and share elements from the Research Cloud and Search Experience to build business
cases and show the next steps

Want to see more? Request your personal demo at
www.searchmetrics.com/demo

Content Experience – Develop high-performing
content to attract your target audience
Benefit: Streamline and efficiently manage your content efforts, from ideation and creation through optimisation and measurement to attract the audience you need and translate content into predictable growth.
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Find and develop the right topics to drive engagement

Find and visualise the most relevant topics that resonate with your audience. This is both a time-saving
solution and a more effective tool for researching and building the core of your content.
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Create a data-driven briefing in less than 10 minutes

Set the framework and editorial goals for writers by giving precise guidelines on what they should deliver.
Choose questions and relevant subtopics that should be included by the writer to increase content engagement.
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Instantly compare your content to the best content pieces

Easily create new or optimise existing content by following insights that will help you outpace the best content pieces in the market. Stop guessing why someone else is performing better. Start using your power to
create the best content for any topic you choose.

Why Searchmetrics?

We believe in the power of insight to help you make better decisions and produce meaningful results.
Backed by Searchmetrics data and services, our customers enjoy the sustainability of organic search with
the predictable success of paid media.

Create winning marketing
campaigns

Command the ever-changing
SEO landscape

Fuel your marketing campaigns and
content creation with search data to target demand and expand your audience.
Discover content opportunities, search
intent, and competitors’ tactics

Learn how to rank for position 0 and
understand how you stack up for other
SERP features in your industry. Identify
gaps, set strategy, and prioritise
actions

Save time with easy-to-use
dashboards and reports

Get prioritised next steps
for quick results

Show and share the impact of your
actions with innovative dashboards and
great filtering options that show you the
data you need

Be clear what to work on first. Instant
insights and next steps highlight areas
that have the most potential for growth
and revenue

Standardise SEO and
content globally

Realise all your SEO and content
dreams with our services

Optimise and monitor all important
search terms by location, device, search
engine, result type, and more for +130
countries

If you need help to migrate your domain,
conduct a website or SEO audit, our
Digital Strategies Group will go above
and beyond to realise your goals

We help you attract an online audience and boost results with content that uniquely matches user intent.
Using the deep learning insights of the Searchmetrics Suite and Searchmetrics Content Experience platform, we navigate the shifting priorities of search engines and help you outrank your competition. Search
has evolved into a data-driven field that requires powerful software to guide companies through discovery,
briefing, optimisation and measurement of engaging storytelling.
There’s only one platform that owns its data: Searchmetrics, the world’s #1 Search and Content Marketing
Platform. We don’t rely on data from third parties and we’ve been studying search and content trends since
2005 − compiling the industry’s largest global and historical database.
Searchmetrics uncovers the opportunities and pitfalls of online marketing. Our award-winning Searchmetrics products bring search engine optimisation and content creation together for the first time, offering
marketers an ultimate platform for creating the moments that shape customers’ decisions and brand
preferences. We offer competitive insights and hands-on consulting to help our customers create predictable returns in earned media.
Our SEO Visibility Score − trusted by reputable media sources such as The New York Times, Bloomberg
and The Guardian − reliably gauges your online presence.
We have over 100,000 users worldwide, including respected brands such as Barclays, eBay and Agenda21.

Want to see more? Request your personal demo at
www.searchmetrics.com/demo
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